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　《Abstract》
Gillon (1987, 1992) argu叩that ａ sentence with the plural noun subject can be susceptible
to an intermediate reading, and this interpretation is based on the minimal-cover reading
of the subject plural noun phrase.　Lasersohn (1989, 1995) argues against Gillon's analysis
giving the examples which do not have any intermediate readings though Gillon's theory
predicts that they should have.　　　　　　　　　　　＼
　　　Theproperties of intermediate readings need to be clarified.The notion of event and
the　notion　of　membership　transparency　are　important　when　we　try　to　clarify　the
properties.
1. Gillon's Analysis and Events
According to Gillon (1987, 1992), (1) can have an intermediate reading, where the subject
noun phrase these men is interpreted neither collectivelynor distributively. This is based
on the fact that (1) can be true when tｈｅｓｅｍｅｎdenotes the three individuals, Rodgers,
Hammerstein and Hart. Rodgers and Hammerstein wrote musicals in collaboration, and
Rodgers and Hart wrote musicals in collaboration, but none of them wrote musicals
individually, nor did all the three collaborate on any musicals. This means that in this
situation, (1) does hot have a distributive reading because none of them wrote musicals
individually, and (1) does not have a collective reading either because it is not the case
that- all of them collaborated on any musicals. Essentially based on this point, Gillon
concludes that ａ sentence with the plural noun subject can be susceptible to an intermediate
interpretation, and this interpretation is caused by one of the minimal-cover readings of
the plural noun subject which is not one of its partitions.'
　(1) These men wrote musicals.
　　If these men denotes the set {Rodgers, Hammerstein, Hart}, one of the minimal covers
of it is {{Rodgers, Hammerstein}, {Rodgers, Hart}}レEach element of this minimal cover
satisfies the predicate ｗｒｏtｅｍｕｓicalｓin the situation in question. This is one of the
reasons why (1) can have an intermdeidate reading.　ニ
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　　Another reason is related to the denotation of mus必ｇ仙=･Ｍｕｓicalｓiｓａ bare plural
noun, and it denotes ａ set of more than one musicals (or more precisely,it denotes a set
of sets consisting of more than one musicals)∧As l discussedニi［Kato (1996, 1997)レsets
denoted by bare plurals have the low degree of membership transparency, that is, we can
only infer that the sets in question have more than one members. This seems to be one of
the reasons why we can say that Rodgers, Hammerstein①and Hart wrote musicals when
Rodgers and Hammerstein wrote musicals, and Rodgers and Hart wrote musicals, though
the word mｕｓicalｓdoes not denote the same 面tｊミ　･･　　　　　■･　　　　　■　　ン　..
　　We can take (1) as describing an event of these men's writ如g of musicals. This event
has two subevents. One is Rodgers and Hammerstein's writing of musicals, and the other
is Rodgers and Hart's writing of musicalsよWh株レis血面rtant:is that Rodgers is ａ
participant in the two subevents,:and this is the origin of the intermediate iヽeadingof (1)
in this situation.　　　　　　　　　　　　　:
(2) event e:These men (= Rodgers, Hammerstein, ａｎｄトHart):wrote musicals.
　　　　　participants: these men = Rodgers, Ha血mersteinレHart　　　　ノ
　　　　　number of musicals written: more than one　　　　　　　　　　　し
　　　subevent e'l: These men ( = Rodgers and Ham耳lerstein) wrote musicals.
　　　　　participants: these men = Rodgers, Hammerstein･.･･.･.　　　　　.･.　.･･･
　　　　　number of musicals written: more than or equal to one　　　ニ
　　　subevent ｙ 2: These men (= Rodgers and Hart) wrote musicals.
　　　　　participants:these men = Rodgers, Hart　I　　　　づ　■■　■■■　■　　　■
　　　　　number of musicals written: more than or equal tC）one
e consists of e'l and e 2.
ざ1 and｡ざ2 have no sube vents.
　　　Another impor七攻ｎt point is that in this situation subevents ｅ″l　and e’２　do not have
further subevents because none of ”these m印”wrote musicals　individually.　Therefore,
ざ１　and e' 2　are the　smallest　subevents　of ，the　event　which］makes　this∧intermediate
interpretation true.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　･‥　ノ　　　　　●･　　犬　　．･　　　①＝　＼
2. Lasersohn's Counterargument against Gillon's Analys沁ﾚ尽nd Events
Lasersohn (1989ト131) argues against Gillons's proposal√and his argument is based on the
interpretations of the following sentences in the situation where "John, Mary and Bill are
the teaching assistants（ＴＡs）”and "they were paid .釘,叩O ea尚!卵t year”.
(3) a. The TAs were paid exactly　＄ 7,000 last year.
　　　　b.The TAs were paid exactly　＄ 21,000 last year.
　　　　c。The TAs were paid exactly ＄ 14,000 last year.
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　　Lasersohn maintains that (3a) and (3b) are true in this situation as Gillon's analysis
predicts, but (3c) is not true in this situation though Gillon's analysis predicts that it
should be. In this situation, the denotation of the TAs can be represented as the set {John,
Mary, Bill}, and the two minimal covers, {{John}, {Mary}, {Bill}} and {{John, Mary,
Bill}} can be formed from this set. {{John}, {Mary}, {Bill}} guarantees that (3a) is true
in its distributive reading because each element of the minimal cover was paid exactly
$7,000 last year. and {{John, Mary, Bill}} guarantees thaレ(3b) is true in its collective
reading because each element of the minmal cover was paid exactly $21,000 last year.　The
third minimal cover {{John, Bill}, {Mary, Bill}} can be formed from　this set, and
according to Gillon's analysis this minimal cover should guar瓦ntee that (3c) is true in its
intermediate reading in the situation in question because each element of that minimal
cover was paid eχactly ＄14,000 last year. This, however, is not the case. Consequently,
Lasersohn concludes that Gillon's analysis is not correct.'
　　Weh尽ve to consider why (1) is true in the given situation and why (3c) is false in the
given situation.　We also have to consider why (3c) is false in the given situation though
(3a) and (3b) are true in theﾄsame situation｡
　　The differnce between (1) and (3c) is that (1) contains ａ bare plural and (3c) contains
an amount expression.　As mentioned above, the set denoted by ａ bare plural has the low
degree of membership transparency, but the set denoted by an amount expression can be
thought of as having the high degree d membership transparency because we can tell the
number of the elements of the set once we know the meaning of the expression in question,
and at the same time, we can tell what the elements of the sets are. In other words, we
can specify the set denoted by an amount expression once we know the meaning of that
expression. This is reflected in the fact that the sum of two subevents can be described
with the same bare plural musicals in (2), and (3a), (3b) and (3c) do not contain the
same amount ｅχpression.　　≒
　　The situation which Lasersohn proposes can be regarded as an event which consists of
three subevents. What is important is that this event can be described collectively by (3a),
and distributively by (3b), but cannot be described by (3c), which requires an intermediate
reading.
（4）Theｒe is an event ｅ which consists of three subevents e' 1, e'2 and e'3
event ｅ: The TAs (= John, Mary and Bill) were paid exactly ＄21,000 last year
　participants: John, Mary, Bill
　total amount of money paid:　＄21,000
subevent e l: Ａ TA, namely John, was paid exactly ＄7,000 last year･
　participant: ａ TA ＝ John
　total amount ｄ money paid:　$7,000
subevent ｅ’2:Ａ TA, namely Mary, was paid ｅχactly$7,000 last year.　　ニ
　participant: ａ TA = Mary
　total amount of money paid:　＄7,000
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subevent e'3: Ａ TA, namely Bill, was paid exactly ＄ 7,000 last year.
　participant: ａ TA ＝Ｂｍ
　total amount of money paid:　＄ 7,000………
　　The difference between (2) and (4) is that eachトof the……subevents in･(2) is deSむribed
using the bare plural noun ｍｕｓicalｓ,　ａndthe event as ａトwhole is described with the same
expression musもｃａｌｓ.but the amount expression………=$７,000is used to describeトeach o卜the
subevents in （4）ａｎｄ the amount expression　S2･1,00り泌∧Ｕ帥d to describe the event as ａ
whole in (4). The reason　is, as mentioned abovらrelated to∧the degree上of membership
transparency of the set denoted by an expression･This difference is ｒen叩ted in the fact
that (1) is true in the given situation, but (3c) is false in the given situation. We can s尽y
that one of 七he factors which make an intermediate reading possible is the 10ｗ degree of
membership transparency.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　＼　　　　　　　　＼
　　Here, we　should look　at　the relations　among (3a), (3b) and ‥（3c）ｍｏｒe　closely,
especially focusing upon the three amount expressions,几＄？.OOO. $14,･000 and　$21,0G0.The
interpretation of $21,000must　be　relativized　to　e (or all　the partici皿nts),：that　is,
$21,000describes　the　total　amount　of　money レpaid in　the event　in∧question.犬　The
interpretation ｏｉ　$７,{Ｍ０must be relativized to ざ１バz 2 and e' 3 because jレdesむribes the
amount o卜money pφd in each subevent （ｏｒto 皿ch◇participant). Then,△how should we
interpｒｅt $14,000?　To what is its interpretationﾚrelativized?　＼　I　　＼
　　It is obvious that ｅ≒and e 3 can comprise a larger event e" l, and e 2 and ざ.３can
comprise a larger event e≒. These events can be descri畑d using the expression　$14000.'
　（5）Sｕbeｖｅｎts ｅ≒，ざ2 and e'3 in (4) can comprise events ｅ″l and e≒.レ　１
event e" 1: The ＴＡ･s(= John and Bill) were paid exactly犬＄!4,000 last year.
　participants: the TAs ＝John･, Bill　　∧　　　ししニ　　=∧　　　一一　∧　①
　total amount of money paid:　＄ 1,4000しコ　　　　　し　　レ　レ　　　　）=ユ‥‥‥
　（ざ1 and e 3 in (4) are subevents of e"i.･）　＝　．･　　　　：　………
event ｅ≒:The TAs(= Mary and Bill) were paid exactly $:14,000last year.
　participants: the TAs = Mary, Bill　　　　　　上
　total amount of money paid:　＄1,4000　　　　　　　/　　　　/
　（ざ2and ざ3 in (4) are subevents of ｅ≒.）=･　　　　　　　　　十
　　　(5) shows that the amount expression　$14,000 can be usedﾚto describe ♂ｌ　and ｅ”
2，
and its interpretation must be relativized to ｅ″1 and:♂2ｿﾞﾚWhat is二important〉here is that
the　two　events　required　by　the　intermediate　interpretation of∧（3む) have　their　own
subevents. Comparing (5) with (2), we find that in （2）△the〕two subevents, which are
required by the intermediate interpreattion of (1), have no sμbevents. The∧叩加vents in （2）
are the smallest subevents comprising the evenト鋤a whole. Th叩池I cannot give any
convincing evidence showing this point, l think that we should assume tha!t the interpreta-
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tion of an amount expression must be relativized to an event as ａ whole or to the smallest
subevents comprising that event. Because of this criterion, (3a)　cannot be ａ possible
description of the given situation, even if the set denoted by tｈｅＴＡｓhas ａ minimal cover
necessary for the intermediate reading.
　　The reason why (3a) is false in the given situation may be given another explanation.
As (5) clarifies, subevents e'l, e i and e's in （4）ｃａｎ.comprise events e≒　and e"2. The
mereology of events justifies this possibility. If there are two events, they can comprise-
the third events which has them as its subevents. But this is only ａ possibility and may
have nothing to do with the situation described in (4). Shein (1993: 102) maintains :　”In
general, a context that is closed under combinations of atoms is ａ context of ｐりssible
individuals. A context of actual individuals is not closed under all combinations.”［italics
in the original］ As we can maintain that events are individuals, this means that some
events　can comprise ａ larger event, but it is not　necessarily　acutal　in　the　relevant
situation.
　In the situation described in (4), only the actual subevents may be relevantトIn other .
words, only e'l, e'2 and e 3 are relevant in this situation because each of the participants
was paid eχactly　＄7,000. Although e≒　and ｅ″2　are possible　subevents, they　are not
actualized in the situation described in (4). As ａ result the possibe situation described in
(5) cannot justify the intermediate reading of （3c）.5
3. Gillon's Reply to Lasersohn
Gillon (1990･: 483) argues against Lasersohn's counterargument presenting the sentence（6）
and the situation described in (7).
（6）Ｔｈｅ TAs were paid their ＄ 14,000 last year
（7）A chemistry department has two teaching assitants for each （）fits courses, one for
　　　the recitation section and one for the lab section. The department has more than
　　　two teaching assistants and it has set aside S 14,000 for each course with teaching
　　assistants. The total amount of money disbursed for them, then, is greater than
　　　$14,000. At the same time, since workload for teaching ａ course's section can vary
　　　from ｏ耳e section to another, the department permits each team of assistants for ａ
　　　course to　decide　for itself how　to　divide　the　S 14,000　the　team　is　to　receive.
　　　Suppose that it turns out, as it very well could under such circumstances, that no
　　　teaching assistant is paid exactly ＄14,000. Yet it seems to me that either of the
　　　sentences in (16)［＝（3c）］or (17)［＝（6）］could be truly affirmed, though neither
　　　sentence, by hypothesis, is true in virture of either a collective or a distributive
　　　reading.・　　　〉
The following three points are important in this situation
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(8) a. The total amount of money disbursed:for the TAs is more than $ 14,000. This
　　　　　means that （6）ｃａｎｎｏthave a collective reading∇because the total amount of
　　　　　money paid in an event must be explicitly expressed to get th沁 reading.　‥
b. No TA received ＄14,000. This means that (6)ｹﾞc細面t have a distributive reading
　　because, although　this　reading requires丿he/左前3unt　of　money　paid　to　卸
　　individual TA to be explicitly expressed,∧thre was no subevent where only one TA
　was paid　$14,000.　　　　　　　　　＼　　‥　‥‥‥‥‥j
c｡　$ 14,000 was set aside for ａ course 加1囁　two　assistaれtsにand　two　assistants
　　comprise ａ team. This means that the partic如郎t姐　面e of the　smallest
　　subevents is ａ team, not an individual,｡consisting of two ＴＡs.し
　　　Gillon'sarguments obviously focuses upon the creation ｏｆﾄthe:situation where none of
the smallest subevents comprising this situatiorト面s a single individual as its participant.
This is the kind o卜situation which is described in＝（2卜and　not　the kind　of situation
described in (4) and (5).　　　　　　　　し‥　………１　．･　‥
4. Summary
When a sentりnee describes an event where none of the smallest subevents comprising this
event has a single individual as its participant, the intermediate reading of it is possible.
This explains why (1) has an intermediate reading and (3c) cannoレhave an十intermediate
reading. The interpretation of (3c) in the situation described in （4） requires　＄ 14,000 to
be relativized to ♂1 and e" 2, but these events consit･of犬the subevents･ each of which has
an individual TA as its participan七.　This:blocks the□intermediate interpretation ･of (3c).
cover
NOTES
I Gillon (1992:617, footnote 15) gives the following丿佃fiりition: 6f cover and minimal
A cover is just like a partition except it is not restricted to disjoint ｓ･ets
　（i）χ covers Y iff χ ⊆Ｐ（Ｙ）/＼ガダＵχﾄ＝Ｙ．　………Ｊ……=犬：
A minimal cover of ａ set is ａ smallest family of non-emj〕tｙ∧subsets of ａ set which still
manage to cover it.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ニ　　　　　　　　〉
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(ii) X minimally covers Y iff χ covers Ｙ ∧
　　（∀Z）（（Ｚcovers Ｙ ∧χ covers Ｚ）→Z＝Ｘ）
Gillon (1992: 216, footnote 14) gives the following definition of partition
209
A partition is a family of sets, each of which is ａ non-empty subset of ａ given set, distinct
sets in which family are disjoint and the union of which is the given set. This can be put
more formally as follows:･
(iii) X partitions Y iff
　　ｘ⊆Ｐ（Ｙ）八ダダ∧ＵＸ＝Ｙ∧∀ｘ,ｙＥＹ（ｘｎｙ≠が→ｘ＝ｙ）
　　(where ”Ｐ（Ｙ）”means”thepower set ofＹ”）
　　　　2 This point will be discussed below again. The same thing can be said aboui　tｈｅｓｅ
ｍｅ几．
　　　　３Lasersohn (1989: 133) proposes the following meaning postulate to explain the possible
minimal-cover reading of (1).
　　　ｌ wri£ｅｌ（ω, y) & IωΓite 1 (x, z)→ｌωパte I (w U X, y U z)
The defect of this meaning postulate is discussed in Kato (1997).
　　　　４Ｔｈｅ ＴＡｓ ｔむｅｒｅｐａｉｄｅｘａｃtり$７,000はｓt　ｙｅａｒ　iｓ　ａppropriate to describe these events if
it is interpreted distributively.
　　　　5 The situation where (5) is actualized leads to the discussion in the following section.
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